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Summary
Objective: In an effort to identify and characterize the environmental factors that affect the number of patients with acute diarrheal (AD) syndrome, we developed and tested two regional surveillance models including holiday and weather information in addition to visitor records, at emergency medical facilities in the Seoul metropolitan area of Korea.

Methods: With 1,328,686 emergency department visitor records from the National Emergency Department Information system (NEDIS) and the holiday and weather information, two seasonal ARIMA models were constructed: (1) The simple model (only with total patient number), (2) the environmental factor-added model. The stationary R-squared was utilized as an in-sample model goodness-of-fit statistic for the constructed models, and the cumulative mean of the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) was used to measure post-sample forecast accuracy over the next 1 month.

Results: The (1,0,1)(0,1,1)7 ARIMA model resulted in an adequate model fit for the daily number of AD patient visits over 12 months for both cases. Among various features, the total number of patient visits was selected as a commonly influential independent variable. Additionally, for the environmental factor-added model, holidays and daily precipitation were selected as features that statistically significantly affected model fitting. Stationary R-squared values were changed in a range of 0.651-0.828 (simple), and 0.805-0.844 (environmental factor-added) with p<0.05. In terms of prediction, the MAPE values changed within 0.090-0.120 and 0.089-0.114, respectively.

Conclusion: The environmental factor-added model yielded better MAPE values. Holiday and weather information appear to be crucial for the construction of an accurate syndromic surveillance model for AD, in addition to the visitor and assessment records.
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1. Background

1.1 Syndromic Surveillance

Owing to global heightened concerns about possible bioterrorist attacks and emerging infectious diseases, syndromic surveillance has become a growing field. Syndromic surveillance protocols are currently being developed to serve several functions: early outbreak detection, monitoring of the size, spread, and tempo of outbreaks, monitoring disease trends, and providing the public with reassurance [1-2]. The principal objective of syndromic surveillance is to identify specific illness syndromes early-before confirmed diagnoses are made and reported to the public health authorities and then to mount a rapid response, thereby minimizing morbidity and mortality in such an event [2-5].

1.2 Current Surveillance Systems

A variety of sizes and forms of surveillance systems have been developed worldwide [6-7]. In this section, we compare the existing systems and several conditions to be satisfied with prolonged, simultaneous, and stable syndromic surveillance, and identify and explain the limitations of these current systems.

1.2.1 Automatic and Near-real Time Surveillance

In general, syndromic surveillance systems fall into three categories, according to the surveillance period and data collection technique employed [5]. First, a short-time, drop-in surveillance is a labor-intensive monitoring method, which is used for specific events. The Lightweight Epidemiology Advanced Detection and Emergency Response System (LEADERS) [8] is one example of such a drop-in surveillance system. Second, passive surveillance can be conducted via manual gathering or transmitted fax records, such as the Syndromic Surveillance Tally Sheet [9], the NHS Direct Service-based surveillance system used in England and Wales [10], and the system utilized in the Southeastern Virginia region [11]. The latter is an automated and (nearly) real-time surveillance system which operates via system networks. For continuous, stable, and in-time surveillance, automated surveillance structures are optimal, and can provide standardized real-time data and reduce labor costs. Recently, many systems have adopted an automatic or semi-automatic daily data transmission protocol scheme [12-15].

1.2.2 Public Use and Nation-wide or Scalable Regional Area

Some currently-operating surveillance systems are based on military hospitals, such as the Electronic Surveillance System for the Early Notification of Community-based Epidemics (ESSENCE) [16], or LEADERS [8]. There are also some systems based on a single hospital, minor hospital union [17-18], a small region [19], or a single metropolitan city such as New York [15, 20-21], Paris [22], Minneapolis [14], Washington [23], and Boston [24-25]. A truly nation-wide surveillance system requires a great deal of public and national data that can be scaled for the nation-wide surveillance of various syndromes; however, thus far the Taiwanese system [12] is really the only system that can be reasonably said to accomplish this.

1.2.3. Consideration of Living Environments for Proper Data Analysis

There have been several types of data source available for surveillance such as Over-the-counter (OTC) pharmaceutical sales, ambulatory visits, and emergency department (ED) visits. In regions like the USA, a great many surveillance techniques are predicated on OTC pharmaceutical sales [26-28]. However, in regions including Taiwan and Korea, patients tend to visit ED rather than buying OTC drugs on weekends and holidays, owing to the lower cost of ED visits as compared to the enormous costs in countries such as the USA. Therefore, in such regions, a greater proportion of the entire population could be covered by an ED patient-based surveillance regime, as compared to an OTC drug data-based scheme.

Moreover, the characteristics of the data can vary considerably, according to the medical circumstances of each country and the data acquisition techniques employed. It has been previously reported that patient visitation patterns look different on weekdays and weekends than on regular
weekdays [14], and surges in visitation rates have also been noted on specific holidays [12]. In accordance with those observations, one should consider weekend and holiday information specifically, rather than simply the weekly number of patient visits. Additionally, a seasonal variance of patterns in syndromes has been reported. Several studies have shown the importance of the seasonality or the climatic factors in the rotavirus epidemiology in the tropics [29] as well as in region such as Venezuela [30] and Saudi Arabia [31]. In Korea, a statistically significant difference in acute diarrheal syndrome according to changes in temperature [32] has also been identified. In a similar fashion, considering that many environmental factors can influence ED visits, a variety of factors should be reflected in syndromic surveillance; very few models have thus far been suggested that include those factors [33].

1.2.4 Standardized Code Structure
In many studies, the chief complaints or diagnosis in free text were used for syndromic surveillance [11, 13, 15, 34-35]. However, free textual data requires human intervention, which, in most cases, presents an obstacle to the provision of information [11]. It also prevents data integration among heterogeneous terminologies of different institutions. Therefore, a standardized code system is required, for a wide range of syndromic surveillance. For this reason, recent surveillance systems tend to use ICD or UMLS codes as a standardized code system [12, 14, 18, 36].

1.2.5 Low Construction and Maintenance Costs
For long-term, continuous, and automatic surveillance, participation and budgeting from many institutions, states, or federal governments are necessary. In particular, syndrome monitoring can prove extremely difficult because of high initial investment costs or un-automated methodologies, followed by high demands for manpower and maintenance costs. Here are some cases in which the cost of system construction and management has been mentioned, although such cases are rare. In the NHS Direct Surveillance system [10], as mentioned previously, the direct annual cost is reported to be approximately $280,000 (USD), including personnel expenses for participating researchers. In reference to the public health practices of the New York region [15], annual maintenance costs of $130,000 (USD) were reported. It is possible to reduce the construction and maintenance costs for a syndromic surveillance system when we utilize pre-existing information networks among hospitals or centralized data integration systems. The application of an automated surveillance model can reduce the time required for system construction, and can cut down on the costs associated with manual monitoring. Meanwhile, such a model would prove economic and efficient because of the automatic monitoring that takes place every 24 hours. Automated surveillance models or algorithms will be addressed in section 1.2.6.

1.2.6 Automatic Outbreak Detection Algorithms
Many statistically-based detection algorithms have been proposed for use in automatic surveillance systems [6]. Some of these were applied forms of basic regression or moving average (MA), some were widely used in quality management areas such as CUSUM, EWMA, and some others-such as ARIMA, SARIMA, Spatial-Scan, or Wavelet analysis-were utilized or integrated into a detection algorithm. In reality, however, so few cases of syndromic outbreaks have occurred that there are no available reference standards against which to compare the surveillance data [7]. Comparative studies among a variety of algorithms would be required for the development of an effective surveillance system; it is difficult to compare and evaluate various algorithms under identical conditions. Some comparative studies of surveillance algorithms have previously been conducted [18, 24, 37-38], and no algorithm has been developed that yields absolutely superior outcomes for every syndrome; thus, surveillance algorithms can be said to be currently in a "Warring States Period".

1.3 Syndromic Surveillance in Korea
The use of syndromic surveillance in Korea initially began as an attempt to prepare for possible bioterror attacks during international events such as the World Cup football games in 2002 and the Busan Asian Games of 2002 [5]. The Korea Center for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC) has operated sustainable syndromic surveillance systems, which have, since 2002, run by 125 sentinel EDs throughout Korea [39]. However, an important limitation of the current syndromic surveil-
lance system is that the process of gathering the data for syndromic surveillance is largely conducted manually. Therefore, an extra burden on medical teams, such as emergency physicians or nurses, in addition to patient care, always exists; the syndromic surveillance data must be collected and reported, and proper education must be implemented. As this system can induce a depreciation of reliability on data with fluctuating accuracy, and because active data collection protocols can bias physician's decisions, there is a clear need for the development of an automated and timely data collection system.

2. Objective

The principal objective of this study was to identify the environmental factors that affect the number of patients with acute diarrheal (AD) syndrome, and to construct a new prediction model with greater predictive power that includes the environmental factors discovered herein. The principal objective of this study was to develop an automatic syndromic surveillance system that satisfies the pre-acquisitions, such as automatic and near-real time, scalable, considering living environment, standardized, and inexpensive surveillance, as referenced in section 1.2. In order to confirm whether the included environmental factors actually improved the predictability with regard to the number of patients with AD, we developed and evaluated two regional surveillance models for the Seoul metropolitan area in Korea. We constructed AD syndrome models including holidays and weather information in addition to visiting and assessment records based on the National Emergency Department Information system (NEDIS).

3. Methods

The study flow is depicted in Figure 1. More detailed explanations for each step and process will be addressed from sections 3.1 to 3.4.

3.1 Data Acquisition from NEDIS

NEDIS is a pre-constructed operating nationwide data collection system that contains every patient’s ED visit information; the system operates nationwide, in approximately 170 emergency medical facilities in Korea [40]. The data of NEDIS is composed of 23 items, including patient information and hospital visits, initial assessments—including patients’ chief complaints and vital signs—and medical consultations, including ED discharge diagnoses based on ICD-10 codes. These data are transmitted automatically every week to the National Emergency Medical Center (NEMC). A variety of data has been gathered daily from approximately 170 emergency medical facilities throughout the nation (Here, the participating emergency medical facilities include representative Emergency Medical Centers (EMCs) such as Regional EMCs, Local EMCs, and Specialty EMCs).

In this study, we developed two regional surveillance models based on the data of emergency medical facilities and the visiting patients (per day) for the Seoul metropolitan area in Korea. Seoul has a flat topography, which is not blocked out or segmented by mountains or ocean: The climate of the Seoul area is generally fairly constant among its sub-regions. Seoul is Korea’s capital and largest metropolitan city, with an area of 605.33 km². Because approximately 20% of the entire population of the Korean peninsula lives in this single city, the impact from any variety of biological terrors will be severe here: intensive monitoring will be required for syndromic surveillance of the Seoul area. In order to monitor the patterns of AD in the Seoul metropolitan area, data on patient visitations between May 1, 2007 and April 30, 2009 was extracted from NEDIS. The number of participating emergency medical facilities in Seoul increased gradually from 24 to 31 during that period. We constructed a data mart including patient/institution, visiting records, early assessment, ED treatment information, and final diagnosis results in the NEDIS system after the de-identification of the patients.

Among the data obtained from NEDIS, we utilized coded ED discharge diagnosis to select out AD patients among the population of visiting patients: ED discharge diagnosis codes were based on...
ICD-10. The reason that the ED discharge diagnoses on ICD-10 code are used-as opposed to the chief complaint, which is generally used in syndromic surveillance models-is that there is no nationally standardized code for chief complaints generally used among Korean institutions. The diagnostic codes for AD were classified by ED doctors, based on the information provided by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention of America and ESSENCE (based on ICD-9), and the diagnostic codes were mapped on the basis of ED-discharge diagnosis information (by ICD-10), as shown in Table I. The diagnostic codes, daily data regarding the number of institutions, and AD patients in the Seoul metropolitan area were processed on the basis of ED patient visitation information from NEDIS.

3.2 Additional Variables

Besides the daily number of institutions, total patient visits and ED patient visits, other variables expected to contribute to patients' visiting patterns were also prepared and processed.

3.2.1 Day of the Week and Holidays

As introduced in section 1.2.3, there is a trend toward increasing patient visitation on weekends and holidays. With the 7-day periodic seasonal effect, information on national holidays-including the biggest national holidays such as New Year's Day (on both solar and lunar calendars), the Korean Thanksgiving (August 15th of the lunar calendar) period, Memorial Day and Independence Day were collected to be reflected in the surveillance models as events (discontinuous incidences).

3.2.2 Weather Information

Actually, many kinds of syndromes have been identified reflective of a seasonal relationship with environmental effects such as temperature, humidity, or precipitation [41-48]. Thus, some of those factors were additionally considered in this study. Environmental factors could vary substantially; daily information about several weather components—such as average temperature, highest/lowest temperature, temperature difference, relative humidity, precipitation, average wind speed, and sunshine duration—were obtained from the Korean Meteorological Administration (KMA) [49], and applied for further analyses and model construction.

3.3 Modeling

As previously mentioned, we focused on what needed to be considered for an effective surveillance model, via in-depth analysis using a single algorithm. A seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) time-series forecasting model was selected as the target algorithm for this study, considering the 7-day periodicity, significant autocorrelation from the patient sequence graphs, and other environmental factors to be reflected. ARIMA was considered a suitable representative of a susceptible model, because interventions or events can be readily included therein. Seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) models extend basic ARIMA models and permit the incorporation of a repetitive pattern, such as the observed weekly pattern in the number of daily ED patients [33]. The structure of the SARIMA model is represented by the following notation: (p,d,q) x (P,D,Q)s, in which P, D, and Q, respectively, provide additional information regarding the seasonal autoregressive, differencing, and moving average components of seasonal level for the model [50]. More detailed information concerning model construction is also referenced [51].

The proposed surveillance models were constructed using SPSS software package Time Series analysis (Release 15.0.0, SPSS Inc., Illinois, USA). Firstly, two prediction models were constructed from May 1, 2007 to April 30, 2008 (1 year): (1) A simple model with total patient number, (2) An environmental factor-added model containing additional holiday and weather information, as well as the number of total patients. All of the variables applied for the construction of the environmental factor-added model were selected in accordance with section 3.2. Among the inserted variables, valid variables for the two ARIMA models were selected according to the values of parameter estimates with p<0.05 using the SPSS ARIMA module. The ARIMA model is utilized for short-term, rather than long-term prediction. Therefore, we gradually increased the data for model training with 1-month intervals (starting at May 1, 2008, which became the 13th month from the initial data) to the month just prior to the target prediction period, and constructed new best-fitting pre-
diction models for each of the following months, as shown in Figure 2: For example, the ARIMA model based on the data for 12 months was utilized for the prediction of the 13th month (May, 2008) and the 13-month model (from May, 2007 to May, 2008) was used for the 14th month (June, 2008). The applied independent variables for each model were exactly the same; the formula of each of the ARIMA models can be changed according to the data updates, because the parameters and coefficients of each variable can be influenced by variations in the data.

3.4 Evaluation

3.4.1 Model Fitting Statistics (Stationary R-squared)
The stationary R-squared is the in-sample (the target period: May 1, 2007–April 30, 2008 for the 1st model training, and increases by 1 month for the following models) model goodness-of-fit statistics, with higher values representing better fit.

3.4.2 Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE)
Those models were validated via comparisons of the MAPE values of the predicted numbers of patients and actual visiting patients with the syndrome. The MAPE is a scale-independent statistic that expresses the prediction error as a percentage. For a series of predicted values \((\hat{y}_1, \hat{y}_2, ..., \hat{y}_n)\) and the corresponding series of observed values \((y_1, y_2, ..., y_n)\) [33].

\[
MAPE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n} \left| \frac{y_t - \hat{y}_t}{y_t} \right|
\]

A MAPE value of 0% indicated a perfect fit of the model to the test (prediction) dataset, which is indicative of a perfect prediction. Additionally, ‘very precise’, ‘relatively precise’ or ‘relatively reasonable’ predictions are those with MAPE values of up to 10%, up to 20%, and up to 50%, respectively.

4. Results

4.1 Data Characteristics
The characteristics of the data during the initial testing (2007.05~2008.04) and prediction period (2008.05~2009.04) in the Seoul metropolitan region were shown in Table 2. Additionally, in Figure 3, the sequence graph of actual visiting AD patients was also demonstrated. As anticipated, the daily pattern of visiting patients was characterized in terms of weekly seasonality. The number of visiting patients had a tendency to increase with passing time, and thus we applied the logarithm transformation: this is because the number of participating NEDIS facilities gradually increased, and the changes (variance) in patient numbers did not occur in a linear relationship with this tendency, as mentioned in section 3.1. Additionally, first-order seasonal differencing was also applied to remove the 7-day periodicity: a pattern graph that moved around the 0 point, as shown in Figure 3(B). The ratio of AD patients to total ED patients evidenced a tendency to increase on weekends, particularly on Sundays, as is shown in Figure 4, with box plots for each of the days of the week.

4.2 In-Sample Model Goodness of Fit
After reflecting the periodicity, the \((1,0,1)(0,1,1)\) ARIMA model evidenced adequate model fit (refer to the values of stationary R-squared below) for the daily number of AD patient visits over 12 months for both of the model cases. Among a variety of imported features, the total number of patient visits was selected as a commonly influential independent variable. Additionally, for the environmental factor-added model, holidays (events) and daily precipitation were selected as the features that statistically significantly affect model fit. The in-model goodness-of-fit values (station-
ary R-squared) for the models are shown in Figure 5. The stationary R-squared values changed between 0.651 and 0.828 (for the simple model) and between 0.805 and 0.844 (for the environmental factor-added model) with p<0.05.

4.3 Post-sample Forecast Accuracy

The result and estimation of predictions of the numbers of visiting patients from May, 2008 to April, 2009 are shown in Figure 6 with MAPE values: the MAPE values between the predicted and actual numbers of patients were expressed as cumulative means by monthly undated ARIMA models. The environmental factor-added model predicted the number of visiting patients more accurately than the other model. In Figure 6, the difference between the two models was depicted via a linear graph: The most profound difference was noted in August, 2008 and the environmental factor-added model evidenced lower MAPE values – in other words, better predictability. The predictions of these models were on the borderline between ‘very accurate’ and ‘relatively accurate’.

5. Discussion

5.1 Constructed Models and Their Performances

The values of in-model goodness-of-fit showed scant difference between the simple model and the weather-supplemented model. However, as additional factors—such as day of the week and weather information—were added, performance in terms of prediction period improved: the weather-supplement model evidenced the best predictive power for the number of AD patients. Accordingly, a model that included environmental factors such as precipitation or temperature differences would be expected to be better than the simple model.

5.2. Influence of Living Environments

The HPMG network (14) evidenced delayed results in an increased caseload on Monday, which was caused by the same factor. In our models, as shown in Figure 3, the total number of visiting patients and those with AD in the ED fluctuated widely according to the days of the week, and evidenced sharp increases on weekends and special holidays: this appears to be the result of the closure of private clinics on weekends and holidays, particularly in Korea where medical treatment at an ED is relatively inexpensive. A national medical insurance is obligatory for every Korean. The cost for a medical treatment is the cheapest among the OECD member nations: for example, it costs around $50~100 (USD) for GI diseases such as diarrhea. Hence, the application of this periodicity into the surveillance model would be expected to generate better results.

We also demonstrated that the addition of certain environmental factors could improve the performance of a surveillance model with precipitation. It has been recently determined that there exist seasonal differences in the patterns of syndromes [29-32, 41-42, 52] and that precipitation significantly influences the occurrence of acute diarrheal disease [44-48]. Additionally, the number of total ED patients can be correlated with precipitation (Pearson’s correlation coefficient: -0.105, p<0.05, data not shown herein). A (1,0,0)(0,1,1) ARIMA model (with precipitation variable) was constructed for the prediction of the total numbers of ED patients based on 12 months of patient visitation data (May, 2007-April, 2008), with a stationary R-squared value of 0.718 and a MAPE value of 5.165. Figure 4 shows that a rapid increase in precipitation occurred in June, 2008; additionally, we monitored subsequent increases in MAPE and in the difference between the two models in the following month (August, 2008). These phenomena can be explained by the effects of precipitation on the number of total ED patients and those with acute diarrhea: The changes in precipitation are reflected indirectly in the simple model; the changes were also directly reflected in the environmental factor-added model that included that information as a variable.

Considering those results, it can be surmised that the environment/weather affects infectious disease transmission, and also that environment/weather factors such as precipitation influence human behavior (including that of AD patients). Therefore, a good syndromic surveillance model...
should attempt to take into account a variety of environmental factors, in addition to weather information.

5.3 The Efficiency and Effectiveness of an Automatic Surveillance System

An automatic system can provide confidence by minimizing the human errors that can occur in the reporting steps, and can also reduce the costs associated with manual monitoring. NEDIS can provide real-time data for an automated surveillance system with high report rates and accountability, continuous monitoring of patient fluctuations, and a scalable nation-wide surveillance system via multi-institutional information gathering.

5.4 Limitations

In this study, the ED-discharge diagnosis with code ICD-10 was used to monitor a distinct syndrome. However, for more accurate and timely surveillance, the chief complaints of UMLS codes can be employed for more accurate and more rapid syndrome prediction [53], as previously mentioned. Because the principal focus of this study was to confirm some of the effects of medical and living environments, we characterized some of the implications of these environmental effects. We are currently planning to generate more mature surveillance models that involve continuous data collection and monitoring. Additionally, toward a more accurate surveillance, a more predictable algorithm should be provided, which takes into consideration appropriate climatic and environmental variables. For that purpose, more research and investigation will be required for the development of more appropriate time-series algorithms and the effects of environmental factors.

The ability to predict the number of patients with a specific syndrome can be linked to the detection of abnormal patterns for a surge in the number of incidents. We constructed ARIMA prediction models to conduct syndromic surveillance for acute diarrhea: thus, our study could not be extended to the stage of detection or evaluation of alerts, owing to a lack of cases of acute diarrhea due to bio-terror (thus far). Although comparisons with other algorithms, such as CUSUM or EWMA which were mentioned in section 1.2.6, should be utilized for evaluation as a surveillance mode, this should be a matter for further studies, because it is beyond the scope of this research, which aims to evaluate the effects of weather and holidays. Additionally, surveillance algorithms such as CUSUM and EWMA are strategies for assessing unusual behavior of the time series, not modeling techniques: there is a limitation to be evaluated by the same criteria.

6. Conclusions

Toward the development of an effective automatic syndromic surveillance system, we developed and evaluated two regional surveillance models for AD with additional weather and holiday information in a major Korean metropolitan city prior to the construction of a nationwide surveillance system. According to those seasonal ARIMA models, the environmental factor-added model most closely predicted the number of visiting patients, as compared to the other two models. The results of this study showed that holiday and weather information could improve the performance of syndromic surveillance models for AD, in addition to the visitation and assessment records. Weather information can provide more accurate predictions for syndromic surveillance, and must be included for the construction of an accurate AD syndromic surveillance model. Also, in addition to its original objective, NEDIS can provide real-time data for an automated nationwide surveillance system via multi-institutional information gathering.
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Clinical Relevance
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Fig. 1 Overview of model construction and evaluation process. NEDIS = National Emergency Department Information System; ED = Emergency Department; KMA = Korea Meteorological Administration; MAPE = Mean Absolute Percentage Error; AD = Acute Diarrhea.

Fig. 2 A schematized method for the gradual period extensions. We gradually increased the data for model training with 1-month intervals (starting at May 1, 2008, which became the 13th month from the initial data) to the month just prior to the target prediction period, and constructed new best-fitting prediction models for each of the following months.
Fig. 3 Sequence graph of actual visiting AD patient (A), and after applying the first-order seasonal differencing (B). The number of visiting patients had a tendency to increase with passing time, and thus we applied the logarithm transformation. Additionally, first-order seasonal differencing was also applied to remove the 7-day periodicity: a pattern graph that moved around the 0 point, as shown in graph (B). AD = Acute Diarrhea.
Fig. 4 Ratio of AD patients by day of the week. The ratio of AD patients to total ED patients evidenced a tendency to increase on weekends, particularly on Sundays. AD = Acute Diarrhea; T = Korean Thanksgiving period (lunar); NL = New Year’s Day (lunar).

Fig. 5 In-model goodness-of-fit values (stationary R-squared) for the constructed models. The stationary R-squared values changed between 0.651 and 0.828 (for the simple model) and between 0.805 and 0.844 (for the environmental factor-added model) with p<0.05.
Fig. 6 Cumulative mean graphs for MAPEs of actual and predicted visits during the prediction period (May 1, 2008 to April 30, 2009). The result and estimation of predictions of the numbers of visiting patients from May, 2008 to April, 2009 were shown with cumulative mean of MAPE. The environmental factor-added model predicted the number of visiting patients more accurately than the simple models. MAPE = Mean Absolute Percentage Error; AD = Acute Diarrhea.
Table 1 List of ICD-10 codes used for selecting patients with acute diarrhea. The diagnostic codes for acute diarrhea were classified by emergency department doctors on the basis of the research conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention of America and ESSENCE (based on ICD-9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICD-10 code</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Sub-codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A00</td>
<td>Cholera</td>
<td>A00.0, A00.1, A00.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A01</td>
<td>Typhoid and paratyphoid fevers</td>
<td>A01.0, A01.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A02</td>
<td>Other salmonella infections</td>
<td>A02.0 - A02.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A03</td>
<td>Shigellosis</td>
<td>A03.0 - A03.2, A03.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A04</td>
<td>Other bacterial intestinal infections</td>
<td>A04.0, A04.3 - A04.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A05</td>
<td>Other bacterial foodborne intoxications, NEC</td>
<td>A05.0 - A05.3, A05.8, A05.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A06</td>
<td>Amoebiasis</td>
<td>A06.0 - A06.6, A06.8, A06.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A07</td>
<td>Other protozoan intestinal diseases</td>
<td>A07.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A08</td>
<td>Viral and other specified intestinal infections</td>
<td>A08.0 - A08.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A09</td>
<td>Other gastroenteritis and colitis of infectious and unspecified origin</td>
<td>A09.0, A09.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K58</td>
<td>Irritable bowel syndrome</td>
<td>K58.0, K58.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K59.1</td>
<td>Functional diarrhea</td>
<td>K59.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 List Descriptive daily statistics for variables. The characteristics of the NEDIS data and other selected weather variables are provided (for the first training/prediction with 12 months). Variables of the day of the week and holidays are not shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Training period (May 1, 2007–April 30, 2008)</th>
<th>Prediction period (May 1, 2008–April 30, 2009)</th>
<th>P value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of institutes</td>
<td>27.16±1.01</td>
<td>29.43±0.99</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>1659.69±378.36</td>
<td>1976.00±413.79</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients with acute diarrhea</td>
<td>110.95±45.08</td>
<td>130.29±49.45</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average temperature (°C)</td>
<td>13.01±10.12</td>
<td>13.07±9.95</td>
<td>Ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest temperature (°C)</td>
<td>17.26±10.30</td>
<td>17.46±10.20</td>
<td>Ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest temperature (°C)</td>
<td>9.40±10.20</td>
<td>9.24±9.99</td>
<td>Ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature difference (°C)</td>
<td>7.86±2.75</td>
<td>8.22±2.58</td>
<td>Ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (mm)</td>
<td>3.14±9.07</td>
<td>3.85±14.38</td>
<td>Ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average wind speed (m/s)</td>
<td>2.45±0.75</td>
<td>2.47±0.79</td>
<td>Ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity (%)</td>
<td>60.55±15.20</td>
<td>60.34±14.70</td>
<td>Ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine duration (Hours)</td>
<td>5.30±3.86</td>
<td>5.76±3.93</td>
<td>Ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Independent-Samples T test; Ns = Non-significant (p>0.05).
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